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Summary. The goal of this article is to examine the effectiveness of “for-loop” and
“while-loop” statements on SCMPDS by insert sort. In this article, first of all, we present an
approach to compute the execution result of “for-loop” program by “loop-invariant”, based on
Hoare’s axioms for program verification. Secondly, we extend the fundamental properties of
the finite sequence and complex instructions of SCMPDS. Finally, we prove the correctness
of the insert sort program described in the article.

MML Identifier: SCPISORT.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol12/scpisort.html

The articles [20], [5], [6], [19], [2], [16], [18], [4], [12], [7], [1], [10], [8], [9], [11], [3], [14], [13],
[17], and [15] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

In this papern, p0 are natural numbers.
Let f be a finite sequence of elements ofZ, let s be a state of SCMPDS, and letm be a natural

number. We say thatf is FinSequence ons, m if and only if:

(Def. 1) For every natural numberi such that 1≤ i andi ≤ len f holds f (i) = s(intposm+ i).

One can prove the following four propositions:

(1) Let f be a finite sequence of elements ofZ andm, n be natural numbers. Ifm≥ n, then f
is non decreasing onm, n.

(2) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS andn, mbe natural numbers. Then there exists a finite sequence
f of elements ofZ such that lenf = n and for every natural numberi such that 1≤ i and
i ≤ len f holds f (i) = s(intposm+ i).

(3) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS andn, mbe natural numbers. Then there exists a finite sequence
f of elements ofZ such that lenf = n and f is FinSequence ons, m.

(4) Let f , g be finite sequences of elements ofZ and m, n be natural numbers. Suppose
that 1≤ n andn≤ len f and 1≤ m andm≤ len f and lenf = leng and f (m) = g(n) and
f (n) = g(m) and for every natural numberk such thatk 6= mandk 6= n and 1≤ k andk≤ len f
holds f (k) = g(k). Then f andg are fiberwise equipotent.

We now state several propositions:
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(5) For all statess1, s2 of SCMPDS such that for every Int positiona holdss1(a) = s2(a) holds
Dstates1 = Dstates2.

(6) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode Program-block, andj be a parahalting
shiftable instruction of SCMPDS. SupposeI is closed ons and halting ons. Then I ; j is
closed ons andI ; j is halting ons.

(7) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode Program-block,J be a shiftable para-
halting Program-block, anda be an Int position. IfI is closed ons and halting ons, then
(IExec(I ; J,s))(a) = (IExec(J, IExec(I ,s)))(a).

(8) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode parahalting Program-block,J be a
shiftable Program-block, anda be an Int position. IfJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting
on IExec(I ,s), then(IExec(I ; J,s))(a) = (IExec(J, IExec(I ,s)))(a).

(9) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block, andJ be a shiftable parahalting
Program-block. SupposeI is closed ons and halting ons. Then I ; J is closed ons and
I ; J is halting ons.

(10) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a parahalting Program-block, andJ be a shiftable
Program-block. SupposeJ is closed on IExec(I ,s) and halting on IExec(I ,s). Then I ; J
is closed ons andI ; J is halting ons.

(11) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,I be a Program-block, andj be a parahalting shiftable instruc-
tion of SCMPDS. SupposeI is closed ons and halting ons. ThenI ; j is closed ons andI ; j
is halting ons.

2. COMPUTING THE EXECUTION RESULT OFFOR-LOOPPROGRAM BY LOOP-INVARIANT

In this article we present several logical schemes. The schemeForDownHaltdeals with a stateA
of SCMPDS, a No-StopCode shiftable Program-blockB, an Int positionC , an integerD, a natural
numberE , and a unary predicateP , and states that:

P [A ] or notP [A ] but for-down(C ,D,E ,B) is closed onA but for-down(C ,D,E ,B)
is halting onA

provided the parameters meet the following requirements:
• E > 0,
• P [DstateA ], and
• Let t be a state of SCMPDS. SupposeP [Dstatet] andt(C )= A(C ) andt(DataLoc(A(C ),D))>

0. Then(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(C )= t(C ) and(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(DataLoc(A(C ),D))=
t(DataLoc(A(C ),D))−E andB is closed ont andB is halting ont andP [DstateIExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t)].

The schemeForDownExecdeals with a stateA of SCMPDS, a No-StopCode shiftable Program-
block B, an Int positionC , an integerD, a natural numberE , and a unary predicateP , and states
that:

P [A ] or notP [A ] but IExec(for-down(C ,D,E ,B),A)= IExec(for-down(C ,D,E ,B), IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E),A))
provided the following requirements are met:

• E > 0,
• A(DataLoc(A(C ),D)) > 0,
• P [DstateA ], and
• Let t be a state of SCMPDS. SupposeP [Dstatet] andt(C )= A(C ) andt(DataLoc(A(C ),D))>

0. Then(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(C )= t(C ) and(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(DataLoc(A(C ),D))=
t(DataLoc(A(C ),D))−E andB is closed ont andB is halting ont andP [DstateIExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t)].

The schemeForDownEnddeals with a stateA of SCMPDS, a No-StopCode shiftable Program-
block B, an Int positionC , an integerD, a natural numberE , and a unary predicateP , and states
that:

P [A ] or not P [A ] but (IExec(for-down(C ,D,E ,B),A))(DataLoc(A(C ),D)) ≤ 0
but P [DstateIExec(for-down(C ,D,E ,B),A)]

provided the following requirements are met:
• E > 0,
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• P [DstateA ], and
• Let t be a state of SCMPDS. SupposeP [Dstatet] andt(C )= A(C ) andt(DataLoc(A(C ),D))>

0. Then(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(C )= t(C ) and(IExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t))(DataLoc(A(C ),D))=
t(DataLoc(A(C ),D))−E andB is closed ont andB is halting ont andP [DstateIExec(B; AddTo(C ,D,−E), t)].

One can prove the following propositions:

(12) Lets be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a, x, y be Int
positions,i, c be integers, andn be a natural number. Suppose that

(i) n > 0,

(ii) s(x)≥ s(y)+c, and

(iii) for every state t of SCMPDS such thatt(x) ≥ t(y) + c and t(a) = s(a) and
t(DataLoc(s(a), i))> 0 holds(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(a)= t(a) and(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(DataLoc(s(a), i))=
t(DataLoc(s(a), i))−nandI is closed ont and halting ont and(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(x)≥
(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(y)+c.

Then for-down(a, i,n, I) is closed ons and for-down(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.

(13) Lets be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a, x, y be Int
positions,i, c be integers, andn be a natural number. Suppose that

(i) n > 0,

(ii) s(x)≥ s(y)+c,

(iii) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) > 0, and

(iv) for every state t of SCMPDS such thatt(x) ≥ t(y) + c and t(a) = s(a) and
t(DataLoc(s(a), i))> 0 holds(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(a)= t(a) and(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(DataLoc(s(a), i))=
t(DataLoc(s(a), i))−nandI is closed ont and halting ont and(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(x)≥
(IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n), t))(y)+c.

Then IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I),s) = IExec(for-down(a, i,n, I), IExec(I ; AddTo(a, i,−n),s)).

(14) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,I be a No-StopCode shiftable Program-block,a be an Int
position,i be an integer, andn be a natural number. Suppose that

(i) s(DataLoc(s(a), i)) > 0,

(ii) n > 0,

(iii) cardI > 0,

(iv) a 6= DataLoc(s(a), i), and

(v) for every statet of SCMPDS such thatt(a) = s(a) holds (IExec(I , t))(a) = t(a) and
(IExec(I , t))(DataLoc(s(a), i)) = t(DataLoc(s(a), i)) andI is closed ont and halting ont.

Then for-down(a, i,n, I) is closed ons and for-down(a, i,n, I) is halting ons.

3. A PROGRAM FORINSERTSORT

Let n, p0 be natural numbers. The functor insert-sort(n, p0) yields a Program-block and is defined
by the condition (Def. 2).

(Def. 2) insert-sort(n, p0)= (GBP:=0); ((GBP)1:=0); ((GBP)2:=n−1); ((GBP)3:=p0); for-down(GBP,2,1,AddTo(GBP,3,1); ((GBP,4) :=
(GBP,3)); AddTo(GBP,1,1); ((GBP,6) :=(GBP,1)); while> 0(GBP,6,((GBP,5) :=(intpos4,−1)); SubFrom(GBP,5, intpos4,0); (if GBP>
5 then ((GBP,5) :=(intpos4,−1)); ((intpos4,−1) :=(intpos4,0)); ((intpos4,0) :=(GBP,5)); AddTo(GBP,4,−1); AddTo(GBP,6,−1) elseLoad((GBP)6:=0)))).

4. THE PROPERTY OFINSERTSORT AND ITS CORRECTNESS

Next we state two propositions:

(15) card insert-sort(n, p0) = 23.

(16) If p0≥ 7, then insert-sort(n, p0) is parahalting.
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One can prove the following two propositions:

(17) Let s be a state of SCMPDS,f , g be finite sequences of elements ofZ, and k0, k be
natural numbers. Suppose thats(a4) ≥ 7+ s(a6) ands(GBP) = 0 andk = s(a6) andk0 =
s(a4)−s(a6)−1 and f is FinSequence ons, k0 andg is FinSequence on IExec(I2,s), k0 and
len f = leng and lenf > k and f is non decreasing on 1,k. Then

(i) f andg are fiberwise equipotent,

(ii) g is non decreasing on 1,k+1,

(iii) for every natural numberi such thati > k+1 andi ≤ len f holds f (i) = g(i), and

(iv) for every natural numberi such that 1≤ i and i ≤ k+ 1 there exists a natural numberj
such that 1≤ j and j ≤ k+1 andg(i) = f ( j),

where a4 = intpos4, a6 = intpos6, I2 = W1, W1 = while > 0(GBP,6,B1), B1 =
k1; k2; I1, k1 = (GBP,5) := (intpos4,−1), k2 = SubFrom(GBP,5, intpos4,0), I1 =
if GBP > 5 then T1 elseF1, T1 = k3; k4; k5; k6; k7, k3 = (GBP,5) := (intpos4,−1), k4 =
(intpos4,−1) := (intpos4,0), k5 = (intpos4,0) := (GBP,5), k6 = AddTo(GBP,4,−1), k7 =
AddTo(GBP,6,−1), andF1 = Load((GBP)6:=0).

(18) Letsbe a state of SCMPDS,f , g be finite sequences of elements ofZ, andp0, n be natural
numbers. Supposep0 ≥ 6 and lenf = n and leng = n and f is FinSequence ons, p0 andg
is FinSequence on IExec(insert-sort(n, p0 +1),s), p0. Then f andg are fiberwise equipotent
andg is non decreasing on 1,n.
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